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In her book, A Place for Dialogue: Language,
Land Use, and Politics in Southern Arizona,
Sharon McKenzie Stevens directly addresses the
dialogic contention between cattle ranchers and
environmentalists. This book is important be‐
cause it comes at a time when deliberative plan‐
ning is common in the field of land use manage‐
ment. Stevens's purpose is to show that an under‐
standing of rhetoric is necessary, and that without
this understanding, deliberation between ranch‐
ers and environmentalists is ineffective. Within
this context, she fulfills her purpose well.
In the arid American West, the issue of graz‐
ing has been highly contentious. Ranchers claim
that they provide a desired consumer good while
environmentalists claim that that production
comes at the cost of environmental degradation
through loss of native species and soil erosion. Al‐
though soil erosion develops relatively slowly, it
has been estimated that in the next fifty years
there will be a loss of 25 to 62 million acres of top‐
soil in the United States.[1] This loss will signifi‐
cantly decrease the amount of arable land. Graz‐

ing is not the sole reason for erosion, but it does
contribute to the problem.
Due to these concerns, many environmental‐
ists have called for the eventual elimination of
grazing, especially on public lands.[2] Ranchers
view the environmentalist position with obvious
animosity, stating that elimination of grazing
would deplete cattle production. In addition,
ranchers contend that a traditional way of life in
the West would end.
The content of the dialogue between these
two parties lies at the core of Stevens's analysis.
She believes that it is necessary to evaluate
rhetoric before deliberative planning can occur.
Although deliberative planning is the goal of ef‐
fective rhetoric, Stevens makes an important de‐
lineation that some situations lie beyond the
scope of accord. Stevens makes the necessary
point that there are, in fact, some instances in
which views are solidified and prejudices so in‐
grained that parties can find no common ground.
In these cases, deliberative planning is useless be‐
cause rhetoric only serves to disqualify an oppo‐
nent and further erode possible relationships.
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wees speak "in good faith" (p. 83). Then she con‐
siders contradictory statements using a method
called symmetrical analysis. In doing so, she can
acknowledge ongoing rhetoric about scientific
claims. In Stevens's chosen method, it becomes es‐
sential not to know the truth about the science,
but what the informants believe and how they ad‐
vocate those beliefs.
One of the interesting points she makes in dis‐
cussing the scientific claims involving native
grasses is that grasses in southern Arizona are no
longer truly native; the original ecosystem no
longer exists. Because there is no baseline in this
realm, one must be realistic in interpreting scien‐
tific data involving "restoration." Short- and longterm ecosystem management develops from these
points of view.
During the course of the book, Stevens high‐
lights the use of pictures that create symbolism.
Although her intended purpose is not to interpret
or evaluate the use of pictures as they influence
our thinking, a future study involving still and
moving photos would be interesting. This type of
study would further allow us to view the creation
of our ideals and how policy evolves.
Overall, Stevens's book adds much to the ex‐
isting literature that addresses the field of ranch‐
ing. In fact, her main message could also be car‐
ried over to deliberative planning in other envi‐
ronmental realms. Her book convinces us that the
understanding of rhetoric is critical to ongoing
discussions and that policy ultimately benefits
from an understanding of this nature.
Notes
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If there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the network, at
https://networks.h-net.org/h-environment
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